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| 800 steam pressure 

py 1883 one of our associated companies began 

building boilers for 100 Ib. pressure. This Hl 
represented the advance practice for boiler 
building at that time. 

Recently, Combustion Engineering Corporation 

closed a contract for two Combustion Steam The Combustion Steam 
Generators to operate at 1800 Ib. steam pressure sopeie tas for Philip Caney 
sed . . . . S- O. are esignet or 

the highest operating pressure in America. 1800 Ib. steam pressure. 

These Steam Generators will comprise integral 

economizers, water-cooled furnace walls, air * 1800» 

preheaters, superheaters and pulverized fuel . 

equipment and will each deliver 150,000 lb. of 
steam per hour. 

CompBustTIon ENGINEERING CORPORATION lof 
International Combustion Building 200 Madison Ave., New York ———}— I 1200 

“ (A Subsidiary of a _ || P| | hg INTERNATIONAL COMBUSTION ENGINEERING CORPORATION ee 4d 

ee lti‘(<‘i‘“‘“‘iéCOCSCSL:COC*S oe |e ree errr—C“‘ eT UC 

pete NSS, 600 
| | Our first boiler was built |] | 7 | or ee 

[>| 100 Ib. pressure. NO ee hd 300 
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CECIL GRAY, nein Wctor Mngt neering: 
Fenn Stsie, 5 ON RECENT WESTINGHOUSE JOBS washiantes, %s 

The “Triumph” and “Defiance” 
Where do young men ae in a large indus- units these ships were recently The big jobs go to organizations 
bs ee ne me ee converted from steam to Diesel- with the resources and facilities 

7. ive talents : . : . 
ald rear i we~=—C~SS«é‘lecttric: drive — the highest to handle them. Westinghouse 

individual work recognized? : : ce 3: 
powered Diesel-Electric ship in- attracts young men of enterprise 7 3 : aes : 

ror stallations thus far developed. andgeniusbecauseitdaily provides 
EEN-VISAGED seamen Direct electric propulsion of interesting opportunities such as 
who watch the foam swirl 4000 h.p. at a propeller speed of — smallerconcerns can seldom offer. 

in the wake of the “Triumph” 60 rpm. was provided, and the a4 # 
« ” oe oh I 

and “Defiance,” U. S. Shipping auxiliary equipment was also ; 
Board Vessels. see in th hi lecteihed. An; tant b The huge propulsion motors of the 

oard Vessels, see ese ships electrified. An important by- “triumph” and “Defiance” are of the 
something more than cargo-car- product of the conversion was a double armature type designed to main- 
riers. These staunch boats are valuable increase in the total tain high efficiency at low propeller u a a . gh el yy, Be propeile 
emblems of American enterprise available cargo-carrying space. speeds. The installations include electric 
on the high seas. motors for blowers, windlass, 

Ty a eeOnORIY. AHL @ oil and water pumps, ar:1 
LO Bain cor y, warping winches —a con:- 

their competition with plete modern marine elec- 
foreign-owned marine trification by Westinghouse. yi 8) 
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The TEAM, The COLLEGE, The CLUB 

All need it 

Any man who has played on a team, taken patt in glee club, newspaper or 
college activity knows that success is often attained only by co-ordinating the 
experience of many persons in one organization. 

Stone & Webster is prepared to help plan and organize a new development in any field 
of enterprise. Within its organization are engineers to make investigations, reports or 
appraisals preliminary to financing. More than that, Stone & Webster can provide 
financial plans and assist in financing. It can carry out work of any type or magnitude, 
providing complete designs and construction personnel. 

You will find Stone & Webster on the job in almost every state in the Union and in 
many foreign countries. When you leave college, you’ll find these men ready to help you, 
ready to give you the benefit of 39 years’ experience in financing, operating, and build- 
ing. You'll find the Stone & Webster organization is worth knowing and worth doing 
business with. 

INCORPORATED 
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Gy The Oscillograph oo" grap 
'p (/ ” An Engineering Tool 

F Nae ee * i ede s Sees 
[\- 

Plan View of the Elements of the Oscillograph. By Epcar D. Lirja, e'27, Barber-Colman Company 

Te OSCILLOGRAPH is one of the most useful of result in a reaction between the magnetic field of the 

our present day engineering tools, and for this reason exciting magnet N-S and the coil. One of the coil sides 

an article describing a few of the many uses to which will be elastically displaced toward and the other away 

the oscillograph has been put in the past may be of interest. from the film F. This results in the mirror M assuming 

It might be well to review the general principles under- a different angular position than it does with no current 

lying the operation of the oscillograph so as to clarify the flowing. The magnitude and direction of the current 

article. The figure at the top shows, in plan view, the flowing through the coil determines the amount and direc- 

elements of the oscillograph which has been most popular tion of the angular displacement. These two quantities 

for general tests in this country. (There are other types, therefore determine the position (at right angles to the 

such as the cathode ray, the electrostatic, and the single motion of the film) at which the light beam strikes the 

reed oscillographs). N-S are the poles of a powerful film. From the foregoing it may be seen that the oscillo- 

magnet. c-c are the two cross sections of a relatively long, graph wil trace a curve whose scale of abscissae depends 

narrow, rectangular coil, the mid- on the rate at which the film 

dle of which lies directly in the| ! moves, and whose ordinates are 

path of the magnetic flux be- a function of the current flowing 

tween N-S. M is a small mirror, |.9. I through the coil. When it is 

which is cemented onto the two] “(eee , < i desired to know the time scale 

coil sides at the middle of the a ‘as wh og tha AY i Po] more accurately than it can be 

coil. L is a source of light, rc n ! Ag cf eat obtained by reading the film drum 

usualy an arc lamp. S is a mag- | Begone or speed with a tachometer, one coil 

netically controlled shutter. P is sie — = fea) is connected across an alternating 

a prism which directs light from |e” a, Dee current source of known fre- 

L onto M. F is a light sensitive quency. The distance between 

film which is moved vertically FIG. 1: Multi-Element Oscillograph. successive peaks on the curve 

(toward the reader, in this view) traced by this element will then 

at uniform speed. (Details of the instrument are pur’ correspond to a time in seconds equal to one divided by 

posely omitted to shorten the description). Light striking the frequency. Ordinarily the oscillograph contains three 

the mirror M is reflected onto the film F. The dotted coils and mirrors so as to permit the recording of three 

line shows the light path. currents simultaneously. 

From our study of the electrodynamic theory we know Often it is desired to know the relation between the 

that the passage of current through the coil cc will voltage impressed on a circuit and the currents flowing
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in its various parts. By placing a resistance in series with graph. The third was a strictly mechanical operation; 
one element (as the individual coils in the oscillograph are namely, the automatic closing of the turbine gates. It 
called) this element may be connected as a voltmeter and would have been difficult, although not impossible, to 
used to graph the voltage. The current in the coil will place the oscillograph in the turbine pit and arrange a 
at all times be equal to the voltage across the coil circuit system of reflecting prisms for carrying a light beam to 
divided by the sum of the coil and series resistances. The and from a control member. The problem was solved in 
object of the series resistance is to protect the coil against an expeditious manner by linking the gate control with 

a rheostat arm. The rheostat was placed in series with 

the third oscillograph element across a D.C. control 
(OMe circuit. The current through the element and the de- 

4| flection of its light beam were accordingly a function of 
Eee the rheostat setting, and therefore, of the gate opening. 

This arrangement permitted the oscillograph to be set up 

in a convenient place (only the rheostat being placed in 

the pit). An excellent record of all quantities was 

obtained. 
A A A A A A [\ [\ A The automobile industry recently put the oscillograph to 

use in determining the cause of engine knock. A number 
Vi VV VY VV ee of small carbon discs were stacked up in a tube so as 

to form what is called a carbon pack resistance. (The 
FIG, 2: OSCILLOGRAM SHOWING THE TIME REQUIRED FOR i - 1 AVRELAY TO CLOSE. Q resistance of such a pack depends on the pressure exerted 

he upper curve was traced by an element connected in series with a D. C. i i i i circuit, which athe relay Gontacs “eloted. The Cinddle, urve shows the" curten between the discs). By screwing the tube into a hole in through the relay coil and, incidentally, the time at which the relay coil circuit i i i i So HN ler"tine ess Seay Mah be eh SoH see the cylinder under test and making electrical connections 
. z 5 5 to the end discs, a pressure indicator of high natural period excessive currents, which might burn the coil out. The . : : : F ce was obtained. The carbon pack was connected in series currents in various parts of the circuit may be recorded : : roar ‘ : .. with one element of an oscillograph and this circuit was by passing them directly through the other elements, or, if f : : 4 connected across a D.C. supply line as for the gate the currents are too high, by placing shunts (resistances of z ‘ : z : opening test mentioned above. The current, and therefore relatively low value) in parallel with the elements so as : : : 

the deflection of the light beam on the oscillograph film, to pass only a part of the current through them. For % a 5 : 5 = was a function of the pressure exerted by the expanding alternating current tests, not involving transient phenomena, Se cuce . 5 rer ; . : gases on the discs in the tube, increasing with increasing potential and current transformers may be used in place : : < Sd pressure, and vice versa. Because of the slight movement of the protective resistances and shunts. Often, in high : oe : i 5 : required and the low moment of inertia of the moving voltage work, it is desirable to use such transformers, owing . . ; ; 
: . parts, it was possible to obtain a record of high frequency 

to the fact that they insulate the oscillograph from the 

high voltages. g 
The voltage element may be calibrated by impressing a eae : 

known D. C. voltage across its circuit (which includes the dans dilated ne pebartigiui a gae PO eee 
protective resistance) and observing the deflection of the [ix ; vss 4 oo. | 
light beam from its zero voltage position. This observation cn em 
is readily made by removing the drum which carries the SUnASERERENRENERENEET 7 77.< ST TT ccc 
film and sliding a ground glass screen in its place. For cs : vat 
most purposes it is sufficient to assume that the ratio of rn is RO rN ix 7, 
deflection to voltage is the same over the entire range as a le EX oo / a . 7 \ 5 s 3 5 py Ls aN Hs | at the single calibration point. For very accurate work AE AA l Ih — z “ F : Gan eas ] way, i it is necessary to obtain a calibration curve showing the el NOTES salary NY ey \ / \ i: . . . . / ai ay \ Vf \ V/ relation between deflection and voltage, since the relation V V/ VY VY Vi oo af 
is not strictly linear. The current elements may be cali- 

: z 3 FIG. 3: OSCILLOGRAM SHOWING THE CONTROL OF A HIGH INERTIA brated in the same manner, by passing known direct cur- LOAD BY A FRICTION CLUTCH. : . : The middle curve was traced by an element connected in series with a ratchet rents through their shunts, and observing the deflections wheel contactor rividly connected to the load Phe capes adjusted as . : : hat the ¢h ioht 2 make contact when the load was stationary. The space between any two produced. It is obvious that the three elements might peaks in this curve represents the time required for the, load to move through 
the angle included bet the corresponding two ratchet tecth. Ti be used to record three voltages, three currents, or two five Gus teed ‘by an element in series ‘with 2 contact. controled by the clutch se : tripping mechanism. The lower curve was traced by an element across the motor voltages and one current, as desired. supply line and therefore serves to show the motor supply voltage 2s well as 

In one of the automatic hydroelectric plants in north  ‘h fl speed. 
eastern Wisconsin, it was desired to know the time re- pressure waves which the standard indicator would have 
quired for various operations to take place upon tripping missed entirely due to its inherent sluggishness. 
one of the controls. Two of the operations manifested The oscillograph is often used in the analysis of complex 
themselves in electrical disturbances and were readily waves. An example is the study of noise. Often it is 
recorded by the means mentioned in the previous para- (Continued on page 152)
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Beyond the Campus 
Article by J. D. Levin, c’27* 

Illustrations by R. R. SMITH, m’28** 

‘T° the senior in the last year of his engineering established more than a dozen times. Were the property 

course the world beyond the campus looms as a line established within the lot, the owners would have 

magic touchstone, dwarfing in comparison all that has less than their due; were it outside the lot, the owners 

gone before, and bringing out in strong relief the problems would be liable to future law suits for encroachment upon 

which must be faced after commencement. the property of others. . ilies 
In the role of a guide, rather than a preceptor, I shall Closely related to the subject of responsibility is that of 

point out a few of the problems and situations which 2¢CUracy in construction. Accuracy has been defined as 

confront the young engineer as he bridges the gap be- “Oz 
tween the campus and the world beyond. The observations a 
in this article, while based primarily upon conditions within Ae 

the construction industry, are readily applicable to other y ip @ G 

fields of engineering. kA J S, {Sf | 

The outstanding difference between the college curriculum |” ves - a ao ae Sox 5 Ne B 
and that of the world outside is in the degree of responsi- | id gq Ye IC Ay " 
bility carried. Some thrive with responsibility; others shirk “7 aN. j i v a) 
it. Yet no measure of success was ever attained without f a 7 WG } yg \ | 
responsibility. It is pose! axiomatic that the responsibility j EX ag | i P , 

a young engineer is capable of carrying is in direct pro- AS ST Cf A, | Be 
portion to the confidence he develops in doing under rigor- ithe Lf = a CLA a 

ous field conditions what he has learned to do in college Sa == == = = 

under ideal conditions. A necessary corollary to the pre- = aS 

ceding _Statem ent, however; is that the capacity for re- FIG. 1: Summer Vacation Work in Chosen Fields. 
sponsibility is dependent in no small degree upon common 

sense and judgment. Let us test the significance of this “the cbtainment of results without blunders or mistakes 
paragraph in a concrete illustration. within the limit of precision of the methods or instruments 
When our present building project, the construction of employed”. In this day of keen competition every wide- 

an 11-story cold storage plant at a cost of about three awake contractor demands of his men that they do their 
million dollars, was begun in Chicago, I was confronted work accurately the first time they do it - - not the second 

with the problem of establishing a property line upon a or third time - - for the correction of blunders is a 

shifting railroad retaining wall. Of course, I had run costly luxury which the contractor can ill afford. Since 

traverses through the pines near Lake Mendota and closed the majority of large building operations are carried on 

within the allowable error. At Devils Lake, too, I had with a time limit for completion specified, it is doubly 

surveyed in what an unseasoned sophomore thought was important that the work be done with accuracy and 

pretty tough country. Yet when it came to establishing dispatch if there is to be a profit at the end of the job. 

property lines in the city of Chicago, I sensed the respon- Let there be no hidden bones about it; the contractor is 

sibility in the job. Every time the Baltimore & Ohio rail- jin the business of construction to make money, not to 
way’s Capitol Limited thundered by with tandem loco-  foge jt! 

motives on its daily trip to the nation’s capital, or the As an individual who is interested in seeing that the 

Great Western’s Legionnaire swept by with a long train work is carried on expeditiously, the engineer must know 

of dusty cars, several thousand tons of masonry retaining what the allowable error is in the various construction 
wall moved in a fraction of an inch closer to the interior operations. Obviously, it shows lack of judgment on the 

of the lot. Until the retaining wall had finally been part of a young engineer to insist that concrete column 

braced by the beams and struts of two stories of rein’ forms be set to a sixteenth of an inch, when under ordinary 

forced concrete structure, so that even Paul Bunyan and conditions the concrete cannot be poured more accurately 

his fifty-seven henchmen could not have budged the wall, than to an eighth or even quarter of an inch. On the 

that north property line had to be established and re other hand, baseplates and bolts for steel columns should 

ER Al, , ‘ be set as accurately as possible if the fabricated members 

ge hear fae are to fit. Although judgment is tempered by theory and
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perfected through practical experience, the capacity for way would you fit in my present organization?” Bluntly 
it must be inherent in the young engineer. stated, his query is, “How can you bring dollars and 

Besides the capacity for responsibility and a modicum cents into the company’s coffers?” That question each of 
of common sense, the young engineer is expected to bring us must answer for himself and in the manner he thinks 
a knowledge of fundamental construction methods to the _ best. 
contracting organization which employs him. Take it from It is the belief of those in the construction game, that 

> a first hand acquaintance with the major building crafts 
Za eS Get is necessary for ultimate success in the work. A friend of Me Sy Z ws ah ¥ : : BD @e VW ata Uf xd mine who is a member of a well-known firm of architects Rese Je PL LG NER iff I Wa iy in Chicago told me the other day that his work as a 

, r —— A tS a” a er construction carpenter for over a year following his i pe ij 74 gh Ss< graduation gave him a more thorough knowledge of the 
PN 1 W] kif 9 i — details of formwork and building construction than he 
Vr 5 Se ' could have acquired in any other manner. That training, 
i A, ae by the way, is bearing rich dividends to an engineer who, Ale EY’ i Wee = = ade Se gn \ae Ne ten years out of college, knows the building game from _ a=” SSS : a SS Se SS At Z Incidentally, my own work as a carpenter for sm Z . 4, : na a period of six months following graduation supplied a ol 2: e S) r i * i 3 <i “ge FIG. 2: The Construction Worker is a Type. strong selling point in landing my present position. Al- 

one who has begun to sharpen his wisdom teeth: rubbing — i Seat is nat expected ‘0 handle a trowel 
elbows with the practical men in the field, supplemented with; She: skill io ja, mason, ‘or’ a saw ae the swing ae a 4 . carpenter, he must know what differentiates good brick- of course by home study, is the shortest road to learning kf h k ether thes k i 
the details of construction procedure. Knowledge of con. Wt from iT ow : aaa ONS. he er ne oe which 
struction machinery and rigging, construction plant layout, question. wilt ealistactorily Serve the: (pup ose FOr wae 

. . z it is intended, or whether it is faulty; and similarly with design of formwork and temporary structures on the job, — ; ‘ 
anieati : other building crafts, the construction engineer must be organization of men so that work will proceed smoothly eg 5 

‘ ‘ej est al : : able to distinguish between good and bad practice. and efficiently, practical details of excavation, foundation : ; 
i : : ‘ : : More important than the methods and machinery of and caisson work, bricklaying, reinforcing, concreting, - - ee. . 

; : ne construction is the vast army of workers from which the these are only a few of the manifold divisions of the a. . 
Idi _ : : members of the building crafts are recruited; for, of what building craft which can be acquired only through a hl 4 Il th hod 4 id sa th 1d Lali, i : . or! thorough apprenticeship in practical construction work. thy good are all the methods and ideas in the w 

Spending your summer vacations working in your chosen 5 
fields will yield rich dividends in experience and self-con- ) | YOURE FIRED ! 
fidence. Pushing concrete buggies, digging muck, laboring ( =A | 
with reinforcing steel, helping carpenters - - any of these ee) I! oe 
methods of breaking into the game is advisable in order ~~ XK a) 
to impress upon the novice a respect for physical labor “a KD 
under exacting field conditions, and to instill in him an see 
understanding of the feelings and the problems of the ah Yj 
unskilled laborer in construction. Besides grounding the i 
young engineer in the fundamentals of labor psychology =— Wh fa ye _ 
and management ~ - a valuable asset in his later work as onl AV Mf rf. 
foreman, inspector, engineer, or superintendent - - the ey i 
practical experience obtained during summer vacations will Zig \pteae t YY er mean much in the winning of the first job. Remember LP po tee 
that your prospective employer is interested not in how go i — 
many credits or honors you have amassed, but in what ° // 4s 
you can do for him. FIG. 3: Working on Springy Planks Many Stories High 

Bearing in mind that the business world is inexorable Becomes Commonplace. 
and selfish (despite the attempt of some to dodge the if the man-power is not there to make tangible those 
issue), and expends nothing except for value received, you ideas? Despite the fact that most of the engineer’s re- 
have the key to the situation which accompanies the lations are with men, very little has been taught him 
landing of a job. You must sell yourself to your pros- regarding the human element with whom he must work 
rective employer as you would any other commodity. in hand. 
“four scholarship at college, your varied interests and Just as soon as the young engineer begins to realize 
extra-curricular activities are of importance in getting your that, like his cousin the lumberjack, the average con- 
first job insofar as they answer the question of your struction worker is a rough and noisy, but withal good- 
would-be employer, “What can you do for me? In what (Continued on page 148)
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Municipal Ownership and the Cost 
of Electric Energy* 

A Dialogue Between A Citizen And An Engineer 

By Epwarp BENNETT, Professor of Electrical Engineering 

COMPARISON OF GENERATION FROM WATER his rates, service, and security issues under penalty 

POWER AND FROM COAL of forfeiture of the Federal license. 

. d. that licenses shall be issued for a period not exceed- 
Cit. Will you compare the figures you gave for the ing 50 years, at the end of which period the U.S. 

costs of generating energy from coal and from water may renew the license, or it may take over the 

power? project upon payment to the licensee of his actual 

Eng. The representative cost of generating electric en- net investment, or upon like payment it may grant 

ergy in a modern steam plant was given as 0.8 cents per the license to a new licensee. In the granting to 

kilowatt-hour, and of generating by water power on the a new licensee, states and municipalities are to be 

undeveloped midwestern rivers was given as 0.6 cent, a given preference. 

saving by water power of 0.2 of a cent (1/5 of a cent) Cit. I am amazed to learn of these provisions of the 
per kilowatt-hour. You should bear in mind that such 

a saving can be realized only by operating the water » No,Z Taine Tu 

power station in conjunction with a steam station which Hieam, ARE YOU GOING To QS Get THE e@THER 

can carry the system load at time of low water. _ GET ME THAT Zyl J HALF OF THE 

Cit. How much would a reduction of 1/5 of a cent Qe) IRONE Q hes gantd cary ee 

per kilowatt-hour in the cost of generation, lower the |~—~~— LS sa] p GO°> | 
ic bi 2 9 | f electric bill of the average household? re x fo. Is 2 

Eng. 8 cents per month, — one street car fare per (C (] — BAY So 

month. bi i 

Cit. Is a power company which owns a water power, O44, A 

or which, under the Federal Water Power Act, acquires —*&—*% ah 

a license to develop a water power, able to “hold up” the fa, | 

public by charging prices which. plcld saseeition (BUGneh FIG. 1: An Electric Ironer costs VY as much as a Ford. 

Eng. You can draw your own conclusions after con- 

sidering the facts in the case. water power law. From the speeches of many of the 

One fact to bear in mind is that energy generated in candidiates for public office, I have been led to believe 

water power plants is in competition with energy generated that immense power monopolies are obtaining absolute 

in steam plants and only in the case of the more favorably control of the water power resources and are possessed of 

located water power plants is there a striking difference the power to charge any price for energy which the 

between the ‘cost of generation by the two methods. market will bear. 

The second thing to consider is the conditions under Eng. There is no foundation for these notions. Under 

which a company can obtain a license to build a power the provisions of the Federal Water Power Act, the public 

plant upon a navigable stream or upon the public lands. would seem to be as effectively guarded against exploitation 

Among other conditions the Federal Water Power Act as it would be under state development of the water powers. 

specifically provides, Cit. Why do water power sites remain undeveloped? 

a. that net investment is to be the basis of rates, issue Eng. Because under existing conditions, in competition 

of securities, and recapture price by the state; with steam generated energy, it is not profitable to develop 

b. that profits in excess of a reasonable return on net them. 

investment must go to the public either in the form Cit. Should not the development of idle water powers 

of a partial reduction of the net investment, or in be encouraged? 

the form of an annual rent paid to the U.S.; Eng. Yes, but primarily with the idea of conserving the 

c. that the licensee must submit to state regulation of coal resources for our children’s children 10 generations 

Sa or more removed, and not with the expectation of 

*Eprror’s Nore: This concludes the article on Municipal materially affecting the cost of energy delivered to the 
Ownership of Public Utilities. The first installment appeared : : 5 
in the December, 1928, issue. residential consumers of the present generation.
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COST OF TRANSMITTING ELECTRIC ENERGY Eng. Yes, the power utilities of the U. S. generate 20 
FROM THE GENERATING STATIONS OVER per cent more energy than they sell. 
THE HIGH VOLTAGE LINES TO THE SUB- Cit. What becomes of this 20 per cent? 

STATIONS IN THE CITIES AND VILLAGES Eng. It is unavoidably lost as heat in transmitting and 

Cit. Is the cost of transmitting energy from the gen- distributing the energy to the ee 
erating stations to the substations a large item in the Cit. What bearing does this loss have on the cost of 
cost of supplying energy? energy to the users? . 

Eng. In a system supplying many small cities and vil- Eng. It means that for every kilowatt-hour of energy 
used the customers must (on the average) pay for the 
generation of 1-1/3 kilowatt-hours. 

ARE You SuRE IT'S a You Got Me Lavy Cit. How much money do the power companies have 

Goor, ( invested in the switching and regulating devices, the poles, 

IP . QO a lines, transformers, service wires, meters, etc., necessary to 

= Baca serve their residential customers? 

f : “9 . A Eng. From $40 to $80 for each residential customer, 

ne &S \ say $60 on the average. 

{BR aB Cit. How much will the fixed yearly charges against 

ol this investment amount to? 

Eng. 7 per cent for interest and profit to security 

| holders plus 

2 per cent for taxes 

3 per cent for depreciation, or a total of 
FIG. 2: Neither Dealer nor Customer can distinguish a —- 

a good appliance from a poor one. 14 per cent on the investment, or $8.40 per year 

lages, the cost of transmitting the energy to the cities and per residential customer. 
villages may equal or exceed the cost of generating it. Cit. What will this fixed charge for distribution amount 

Cit. In such a system, how much may the transmission to per kilowatt hour? 
costs amount to for each kilowatt-hour of energy sold? Eng. Since the average yearly consumption of the resi- 

Eng. From .5 to 2.0 cents per kilowatt-hour. dential customers is 429 kilowatt-hours, the fixed charge 

Cit. Can you give me the relative amounts of money per kilowatt-hour will be $8.40 divided by 429 or 1.96 
invested in transmission lines as compared with generating cents per kilowatt-hour; or more than twice the cost of 

stations? generating the energy. 

Eng. No, but it may help to compare the amounts Cit. Is the cost of operating the distributing system 

spent during the two year period 1926 and 1927 by the which serves the residences an appreciable item? 
electric light and power industry of the U.S. for the 
building of generating stations with the amounts spent ; oS = ts, 

in building transmission and distributing systems. —— Aronenesroi § 6] ze 
For generating stations ~_._.._.___------$470,000,000 te. B--- doe 
For transmission lines and substations _... 530,000,000 weu. Tit BE save feo be oF Me 

For the distribution system __...._.._...__ 454,000,000 Dap GueimeD! FP a“ AN ass 

In other words, the money invested in the past two Rau) , te 

years in providing additional transmission and distribution r 
facilities was more than twice as great as that expended in y iN A\\\ 
adding generating capacity. gb K WW) 

Cit. It seems to me that the cost of transmitting energy QU All. = fl 

by the intangible electric over high voltage lines ought nn ala La 
to be much less than the cost of sending energy by rail ae 

in the form of the bulky coal. ae . FIG. 3: From the speeches of many candidates for Public Office. 
Eng. On the contrary, the cost of transmitting a given 

amount of electric energy over high voltage lines from a Eng. Well, consider only one item in the cost of 
generating station in the coal fields to a large city several operating and maintaining the distributing system, namely, 
Aundred miles away exceeds the cost of shipping from the the cost of reading and testing meters, billing, and collect- 

coal fields to the city, all the coal necessary to generate ing. This costs the company from $1.20 to $3.00, or say 
the same amount of electric energy. $1.80 per customer per year. 

Cit. What does this amount to per kilowatt-hour for 
COST OF DISTRIBUTING THE ENERGY FROM the residential customers? 

THE SUBSTATIONS TO THE RESIDENCES Eng. Since the average residential customer takes 429 
Cit. Is there any loss of energy in transmitting and kilowatt hours, the cost of reading, billing, etc., is $1.80 

distributing it? (Continued on page 142)
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The Exponential Horn 
By L. W. Morrison, e730 

TT development of the exponential horn in the last the pressures, emanating from the horn, to the room with- 
three years has marked a new era in the field of out reflection, this horn reasonance is done away with. 

sound reproduction. Before Dr. J. Slepian and C. R. The length of the horn has been found, by experiment, 
Hanna, of the Westinghouse Research Laboratories, an- to be of such dimensions that the diameter of the mouth 
nounced their method of the design of horns for loud of the horn is 4 of the wavelength of the lowest fre- 
speakers or other reproducing instruments, the primary quency in feet. For a horn with a cut off frequency 
aim of the workers in this field was to design a horn of 64 cycles per second, the wavelength is the velocity 
which would give the bass notes their correct prominence. of sound (1120 feet per second), divided by the frequency, 
The modern exponential horn, be- or 1120/64 which equals 17.5 
sides realizing this, makes possible a mw feet. The diameter of the horn 

the radiation of large quantities [My \ if! should be 4% of 17.5 or about 
of sound using a comparatively BX i (gi 4.5 feet. If we have a square 

simple and small vibrating mech- “" ‘ Ay ¢ 1 horn, it should be about 4 feet 

anism. With the present appara- S iat. Vv Meee) by 4 feet. 

tus it is possible to reproduce a b ci \ 42 Upon considering the coupling 
concert by Sousa’s band with the Lae a between the diaphram and the 
original volume without over- Seri | ae horn proper, we find that the 

loading or distortion. Ve ‘ ee Se. $ m=| area of this cavity is dependent 

Contrary to the popular con- r.\\ a Pa Toni Mi} upon: (1) the mass of the dia- 

ception, the horn does not am- ral: 5 ps communi @) phram, (2) the area fo the dia- 

plify, in the usual sense of the [>= er eee Cb BS ‘ phram and (3) the highest fre- 
word. The horn is merely a sound | es a » | quency at which the horn must 

radiator. The power of radiation L ahs ay. > i radiate uniformly. Another great 
of a horn is the same as the in- : og » : factor in the size of the coupling - 

put power with the exception of ; jee ji SO So is the presence of what is called 
the friction loss. = - == radiation pressure, when the fre- 

The best horn is the one which — FIG. 1: Exponential Horn on the Westinghouse quency is greater than the lower 
Building in New York City. Signals from it ze 

radiates the most uniformly over Were Audible for Many Blocks Along Broadway. cut off limit. 
the entire range of audio fre- This radiation pressure has been 

quencies. Of all the types of horns, the exponential is found to vary as the square-root of the velocity of the 

the most uniform radiator. By an exponential horn we air particles in the throat. With the decrease of area 
mean a horn whose cross-sectional area doubles at equal of the throat, the radiation pressure increases. Since a 
intervals along the length. A horn whose cross-section great radiation pressure is necessary to transmit the 

doubles at smaller intrevals would be said to expand at greatest share of the driving force to the medium, we 
a greater rate, than one whose area doubled at greater can see that a small throat area is necessary. 
intervals. To summarize, let us consider an exponential horn 

This rate of expansion is an important factor in the with a cut off frequency of 64 cycles per second. The 

design of a horn, for upon this rate of expansion de- throat area is 1 sq. in. and the mouth is 4 feet square 
pends the lowest frequency above which the horn is or 2304 sq. in. in area. For an output of one watt of 

a uniform radiator. This “cut off” frequency, as it is sound, it is necessary to have a displacement of 50 cu. in. 

called, is about 64 cycles per second for a horn whose per second at the throat. Along the length of the horn 
area doubles every foot. If this horn expanded twice the displacement of air particles varies as the square-root of 

as rapidly, this limiting frequency would be 120 cycles the area. Therefore at the mouth of the horn we have a 

per second. The horn with a cut off frequency of displacement of 50 times the square-root of 4608, or 
64 cycles is the most desirable in most cases since the 3400 cu. in. This means that at the mouth of the horn we 

absence of, or the reduction of frequencies between 64 are displacing approximately 70 times the amount of air 
and 120 cycles per second, is very noticeable to the ear. that is being agitated at the throat. What we gain in 

The problem of horn resonance now confronts us. If displacement we lose in pressure so that the power value 

we make the mouth of the horn large enough to transmit (Continued on page 140)
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| Cou pus INOUES | 

BAND NUMBERS MANY The classes in Engineering English EIGHT ENGINEERS MAKE 

ENGINEERS are continuing to take an awful beat- PHI KAPPA PHI 

Thirty-five of the 195 men enrolled ing in their bout with old man Vo- In the announcement of Phi Kappa 

in the University combined bands are  cabulary, as witness some of their Phi elections for the current school 

engineers, according to information re- recent attempts to define words: year, eight engineers were included. 

ceived from Major Morphy’s office. Septic — pertaining to seepage. Elections to this fraternity, a cov- 

Statistics show that this percentage is Quay — wagon used for large ob-  eted honor, are based on both high 

practically equivalent to the ratio of — jects. scholarship and leadership in campus 

total engineering enrollment to total Pylon —a Mexican boy. activities. This is the only campus 

male enrollment, and thus we arrive Plebiscite — a rock formation. honorary scholastic organization that 

at the conclusion that engineers are Bucolic — relating to the bacteria elects both arts and technical students. 
as active as the hill students at least  B-coli. The men elected are: Wilfred W. 
as far as this musical organization is Dae Behm, Marvin Hersh, Gerald C. 

concerned. The bands, this year, are a Cea 7 Ward, civils; Robert G. Garlock, 

divided into three groups, a purely Sim Gu Gee IN aus Frederick A. Maxfield, Richard G. 

concert band of 65 pieces, a football \| &/ ity aS on )] Jewell, electricals; Robert V. Brown 
and pep band of 100 pieces, and a ae eS GD Rosco and Harland E. Rex, mechanicals. 

aie ane of 30 pieces. Of these | we A eal —_—— 

22 engineers are in the football and STEAM AND GAS LAB. MAKES 

military bands and 13 are in the Welkin —a bell. IMPROVEMENTS 

concert band. Antipodes-— apes. The 25 Horsepower Curtiss steam 

The men are: C. J. Daniels, C. R. Olfactory — factory for manufac: turbine in the team and Gas laboratory 

Stoelting, J. K. Colehauer, V. C. ze of ale. has recently undergone repairs and is 

Mars, Kenneth Auhus, G. V. Archie, Fluvial — flowery. now equipped with an entirely new 
E. R. Kruke, Millard Hill, B. R. Kie- Forensics — ants and similar insects. rotor, this ‘one: having only wo! rows 

weg, Wesley Klatt, M. H. Kirby, Malodorous — melody pleasing to of moving blades whereas the old had 

L. A. Dodge, Melvin Sterba, T. R. the: Gat: . three rows. The first row of blades 

Moyle, Bruno Weishappel, H. Q. Mar- Posthumaus-— decaying, on the old rotor had become badly 

tin, J. W. Zibell, D. E. Krause, B. M. oo eroded due to the high velocity steam 

Borrud, K. W. Voss, R. J. Altpeter, BEHOLD A BOON TO MANKIND! passing over it since 1905 when it was 

and R. L. Machael in the football and Prof. R. S. Owen announces that installed, The old rotor was shipped 

military bands; and J. E. Martin, F. all contours have already been picked ack to the General Electric Co. for 
K. Vilen, J. F. Haight, G. J. Harder, up and stored in the storehouse at repairs. However, when the part ar- 

M. R. Schroeder, H. E. Rex, Gordon Azimuth City. With the aid of his rived there, being one of the first 

Brewer, A. M. Hove, E. A. Johnson, famous contour hound, Hodge, he did rotors manufactured by them ,it was 

F. C. Ladwig, H. L. Stokes, B. R. the work in remarkably short time. found that the blades had been milled 
Teare, and E. C. Brandt in the con’ There is no longer any danger of any- directly into a solid disc of metal. 
cert band. one tripping on the contours and the Accordingly new blades could not be 

—_— bluffs are again open to tourists who inserted and an entirely new rotor 
FAMILY QUARREL need not fear of becoming tangled up was manufactured having replaceable 

Mr. Molecule: “Pardon, but haven’t ian Seat blades. The old rotor is now on ex: 
we met before?” Prof. Owen also purchased two hibition as an example of the erosive 

Miss Electron (haughtily) : “I don't beta Ge = soles Hotel effect of high uelocity steam, 

know you from Atom.” wale wi e moved: to ‘the scampsite An electrical time stamp has also 
as soon as the civils arrive at Azimuth been installed recently. This machine 

— City next summer. automatically stamps the time, date, 
NEW APPLICATION ————— ss i i and year on reports turned in. It is 

Radio Nut: “Do you carry “B” TAKE MUSIC 1A unique in that it contains no clock- 
eliminators?” They laughed when I sat down at work. Its motive power is furnished 

Clerk: “No, sir, but we have roach the piano. Some darn fool had re- by a synchronous motor running at 
powder and some fly swatters.” moved the stool. (Continued on page 142)
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‘You can 

be a Key Man later, too 
The world confers its key positions covering for himself and for industry 

on many men. It must. There is what miracles lie waiting to be found in 
more than enough important work unexplored statistics. Here too is the 
to be done. born leader; delving deeply into per- 

Here is the man with the bent for sonnel relations to emerge with the so- 
machinery; he is building a career for lution fora vital management problem. 
himself as a designer of ingenious = In the processes of telephone 
almost-human automatic machin- SE HQ, making, many a broad general 
ery for making the nation’s tele- &) qualification is being shaped into 
phones. Here is the analyticalman \\“® &/ ahighly specialized and highly im- 
with the mind for figures; he is dis- Runs” portant ‘“‘key’’ quality. 

Western Electric 
SINCE 1882 MANUFACTURERS FOR THE BELL SYSTEM 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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CHEMICALS City on January 16-18. Mr. Case will receive what is 

Beglinger, Richard T., ch’22, has changed his address known as the James Laurie prize for his paper on “The 

from Pittsburgh to Caixa 38773, Sao Paulo, Brazil, S. Ancient Roman Aqueduct at Athens.” He has_ spent 

America. He is a sales-engineer for the Allis-Chalmers much of his life abroad in the interests of his profession. 

Company of West Allis, Wis. Eriksen, Erik T-, ¢’89, CE’90, associate engineer for the 
Kemnitz, Harold C., ch’26, was m ~ied to Alice M. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, for the past two years has 

Ziebarth of Madison on New Year’s day, Mr. Kemnitz is been engaged with the construction of a dam across Stony 

chemical engineer for the Ruberoid Company at Joliet, Ill. Creek, about forty miles from Orland, Calif. Savage, 

Kubista, W. R., ch’26, has left the employ of the Wis- J. L., c’03, was the chief designing engineer. 

consin Power and Light Company and is now working Gelbach, Warren A., c’07, general building contractor of 

in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Chicago, has decided to devote all his efforts to plastering 

Rabbe, John A., ch’26, has been transferred to the contracts closing out all other lines. At present Gelbach 

Atlanta, Ga., plant of the Proctor and Gamble Company. has a daughter, Dorothy F., who is enrolled as a fresh- 
cart ee ees man in the Letter and Science school at the University. 

MINERS His home address is 7444 Malvern Avenue, Chicago, Il. 

J. H. Warner, min’04, Consulting Mining Engineer, Den- Halbert, Charles A., c’08, is State Chief Engineer of 

ver, Colorado, returned on October fifteenth from exam- the Wisconsin Railroad Commission, Madison, Wis. He 
ining a mining property about sixty-five miles from the lives at 114 S. Allen St. 

City of Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico. Jacobs, E. A., ¢’13, was the engineer for the concrete 

~ 5 This region in Mexico is at present stadium at Brigham Young University. 
f infested by bands of rebels and Lacher, Walter S., c’07, is Managing Editor of Railway 

. bandits due to the political and re- Engineering and Maintenance, with editorial offices at 

- 7 ligious disturbances, and American Chicago. His home address is 440 N. Spring Ave., La 

Aly mining engineers find it quite un- Grange, Ill. 
_ I ie safe to travel overland without a Ludberg, A. P-, c’11, C.E.’23, who was formerly As- 

PT guard or convoy of Federal troops. Sociate Professor of Civil Engineering at the University of 

ee —" |. These bandits seem to enjoy kid- Idaho, has changed his address from 256 Ellsworth St. to 

f — napping mining engineers and hold- 455 Roosevelt St., Gary, Ind. 
ing them for ransoms varying from MacLeish, K. C., ¢’25, is installing the water wheels for 

$2,500 to $10,000. Some eight or ten of these kidnappings the plant which is being constructed at Necedah by the 
have occurred in the past year. In June of last year the Wisconsin Power and Light Company. He was married 
manager and superintendent of the property examined by to Miss Dorothy Olson at Wausau, August 25. Mr. and 
Mr. Warner were captured and released only on ransom Mrs. MacLeish spent their honeymoon in Canada. 

after twelve days captivity. Airplanes are used to some Price, J. R., c’21, is now located at 858 North Cambridge 
extent in the transportation of men and materials betweea Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

mine and railroad station, though Mr. Warner’s part’ Shore, Franklin K., ex’25, has re- 

found it necessary to go on horseback. He reports it was ae ? 21° cently been granted his BS degree 

quite thrilling on this overland trip to find himself KE, x , in civil engineering as of the class 
: * : : : Zz ye ie, ~ * 7 . quartered in some catholic church edifice, these buildings gt of °28. Since leaving school, he has 

now being generally used for sheltering Mexican Federal OQ df, r/) been engaged in structural design, 
troops. hee Ee * most of the time with the firm of 

Davis, Ralph E., min’06, consulting engineer, has opened Purdy & Henderson (Purdy, ¢’85) of 
up an office in the Trinity Bldg. at 111 Broadway, New York. He has been active in Chinese affairs and, as 
New York. a side issue, has taken voice and piano training. He plans 

Weiss, Harold C., min’27, is now inspecting engineer to return to China in a short time. 

with the Reitan-Lerdahl Insurance Company of Madison. Smith, Leonard S., ¢’90, C.E.’95, who is engineering a 
His marriage to Miss Helen Zeimet of Madison, was new project in Southern California, gives his present ad- 
recently announced. dress as 462 Speedway Drive, Beverly Hills, California. 

- oo Staak, J. G., ¢’04, is now living at 1520 Webster St., 
CIVILS Washington, D. C. His address was formerly U. S. 

Ball, Walton C., c’ll, is now chief draftsman for the Geological Survey, Washington, D. C. 

Washington State Highway Department. His address is ‘ Thiel, Walter C., ¢’22, assistant 

903 San Francisco Ave., Olympia, Wash. efficiency engineer of the bureau 
Bespalow, E. F., c’21, is supervising engineer of the 6, of budget and efficiency of the 

Shearman Concrete Pipe Co., Jacksonville, Florida. Ey cot city of Los Angeles, Calif., was 

Boley, Charles U., ¢’83, was honored by a banquet ar- \& §: ‘ai married to Miss Selina Marty, 
ranged to celebrate the completion of forty years of < a L&S$’26, at Monticello, Wis., on 
service as city engineer of the city of Sheboygan, Wis- Wee September 29. Mr. and Mrs. Thiel 
consin. Mr. Bolye is living at 514 Park Ave. of that city. \ g£ eS Awere in Madison for the Notre 

Case, J. Frank, c’90, is among the engineers who will ~ Dame game. They motored to 
be awarded honors at the meeting of the American So- their home at 1006% Mariposa Ave., Los Angeles, where. 

ciety of Civil Engineers which will be held in New York (Continued on page 140)
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O; the thousandswho use HerculesDynamite provide power but must do so without produc- 

daily, comparativelyfewrealizethatconstant ing an excess of poisonous gases. Moreover, the 

tests must be made in order to maintain the high character of the gases indicates whether or not 

standard of quality set for this product. the explosive tested was made on a formula so 

In one of the laboratories cf the Hercules balanced that detonation was complete. 

Experimental Station at Kenvil, N. J., stands a 
Z ‘ ‘ o 8 © © ew 

massive steel cylinder with a door at one end 
resembling the breech block of a 12-inch gun. The Hercules Powder Company is constantly 

This machine—the pressure gauge—provides conducting these tests in the development of new 
one test for determining the strength of anexplo- explosives. It is by virtue of such research—this 
sive by accurately measuring the pressure of the _ strict verification of the properties of every ex- ‘ 

gases developed when a small charge is detonated _— plosive bearing the name Hercules—that the 
within its cylinder. miner, the quarryman, the farmer and the engi- 

The gases are then drawn off and analysed. _ neer can depend upon Hercules Products to carry 

This analysis is highly important becauseforwork on the constructive work that sustains our indus- 

in confined spaces, an explosive must not only trial life. 

(INCORPORATED) 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY, Inc., 941 King Street, Wilmington, Delaware 

Sign and mail this coupon for a free sample copy of The Explosives Engineer—the only magazine devoted to promoting 

safe and efficient methods of blasting about which every engineer should know something. 4 

Name College E 

Street ity State a0 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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ENGINEERS IN No such unified support as that blending of courage and imagination, the result of which 

CAMPUS POLITICS — shown by the engineering school in is that it takes the results of its analysis of a problem it 
the last two student elections has been noted on our has worked over and puts these results into various new 

campus for years. Today in political camps, real regard combinations in an effort to find some new and better 

for the strength of the engineers votes is evidenced by theory for action; it is willing to follow a new idea, even 
coalitions and concessions in their favor. if it upsets former notions and former ways of doing 

In the fall elections, sixty percent of the Junior Engi- things. 

neers voted, which is about twice as much as the general Fourth, responsibility. A first-class mind has a sense 

average for the class. In the elections last spring, the of responsibility in handling its new theories; it puts 

same ratio of votes was noted, especially in those offices them through all sorts of tests to prove both their logical 
in which engineers were competitors. Previously it was soundness and their practical utility. 

uncommon if more than ten percent voted. The engi- The practical fruits of the intellectual virtues are 

neers, it seems, are suddenly emerging from the apathetic obvious; Humility makes for open-mindedness. Curiosity 

state which has characterized them on the campus for makes for careful analysis. Courage makes for creative- 

so long. Now once awakened to the realization that ness in blazing new trails. Responsibility makes for re- 
they can have a very definite power in student govern- liability in action. 

ment, it would not be surprising to see capable engineer- 

ing students in many offices. ooo . . 
5 Den emg . A SMALL A penny is an_ insignificant little thing, 
Yet we must be discriminating in our choice and not GIANT : 

. se : seeming to have about as much power as 
let simple prejudices keep us from supporting a capable : 8 

f : ; a half-grown gnat. Usually the penny isn’t much good 
non-engineer or be exploited by just any office seeker in ‘this day of dollars-and dimes tales 46 has company — 

whose sole claim to distinction lies in his being an 
: a lot of company. 

engineer. 
° The federal bureau of standards has just proved, how- 

7 : : ever, that the penny is a little giant. According to its 
FOUR MARKS OF A good mechanic studies the tools purchasing power in the field of electricity, here are 
A FINE MIND of his trade continuously and crit’ some of the things a penny can do: It will heat a six- 
ically. The better he knows his tools, the better he can pound flat iron approximately 50 minutes. It can run 
use them. He knows that good craftsmanship is impossible 4 yacuum cleaner approximately 40 minutes. It can heat 

unless he keeps his tools adjusted to his tasks. a waffle iron long enough to cook six waffles. It can heat 
President Glenn Frank has said that our brain is, of a toaster long enough to toast 16 slices of bread. It can 

course, the major tool we bring to the task of living. brew five cups of coffee in a percolator. It can heat a 
Like good mechanics, we profit from keeping our brains curling iron once a day for three weeks. 

under continuous and critical study. As a sort of primer The above figures convince one that it is worthwhile 
to guide us in such a study of our own minds, I suggest to save the pennies. 

that a first-class mind bears these four marks: 

ui bane A free class mind is never cocksure; it DO YOU READ An unusual opportunity, and one’ that 

8 we as ing fo Soe ' tse * es © “h do. * e THE CURRENT should not be heedlessly neglected by 
eoarisiiy rat i a t at " A not Know; it does not MAGAZINES? the undergraduate, is the shelf of 

SPECIAIAE! 11 -CIOSER: QUESHIONS; (al, GUESHONS “Ate: OPEN VEE psatnfeal magazines in the Engineering Library. 
tions to it; it is always ready, in the presence of new A total of two-hundred and forty publications con- 
knowledge or fresh challenges, to question the soundness taini ll that is ; : 4 eile, ad 

f its earlier observations and the sanity of its earlier 4 * that 1S important a modern engineering is 
° ‘ _ y at the disposal of every student. Not only is there a 

CORE USIONS: : ; . large representation of American achievements and dis- 
Second, curiosity. A first-class mind is never satisfied coveries but also there are periodicals from Canada, 

with surface observations; when, in its humility, it has England, France, Germany, and other foreign nations 

admitted that there is a question to be considered, it covering a variety of fields from aviation to mining, 
turns a restless and ruthless curiosity on the question; and with varying degrees of technicality. 

it is never satisfied with a sweeping judgment; it ferrets A few minutes each week spent in reading this 

out every detail and tries to see just what bearing each material wlil form a habit which will keep the engineer 
detail has on the whole question. acquainted with the most up-to-date ideas, not an asset to 

Third, courage. A first-class mind is marked by a subtle be lightly under-estimated.
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—- ee View of part of New Departure’s gigantic heat treating plant. 
PHOTOMICROGRAPH of THE same steel after nor- 

bearing steel after forging, malizing and annealing. 
etched with nitric acid and Showing. fine spheroidized 
magnified 1,000 diameters. grain structure so important . . . 

to strength. Annealing is required to soften the steel and 
. . eliminate strains from forging. This heat treat- 

F TER forging, the next step in the prep- ment brings the forgings to a temperature just be- 
aration of the Steel for New Departure low the hardening or critical range of the steel and 

_ Ball Bearings is to relieve all internal holds this temperature for a relatively long time. 
strains . . . to Ei the oe he and fe nolien the Through special processes unique with this 
steel to a point wi ere It may be rea ily machined. company the steel is spheroidized—or brought to 

The grain is refined by normalizing in the a structure of minute spheres. By this method 
batteries of oil-fired furnaces shown above where — can New Departure’s special analysis, high carbon 
a relatively high temperature is maintained uni- chrome alloy steel be cut with relative ease 
form by the use of electric pyrometers. without tearing. 

After a precisely determined time the forgings Only by an intimate knowledge of metallurgy 
are removed and allowed to cool in air. This and the ability to control the unseen in steel are 
operation removes the heterogeneous structure New Departure Ball Bearings produced with a 
of the steel and puts it in the best possible uniform endurance unsurpassed elsewhere in 
condition for annealing. industry. 

‘ ial] e fol ne 
ENE DC 

Li __\ ‘gh \ os 
The New De party Alaa ufacturing Co, 

‘ ‘Bristo Ge Sine cticut : 
Chicago +: De t rosy San Francisco 

us = 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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ACID RESISTING ALLOY through which the oxygen is released. Copper wire cloth resists rust in most 

The Barber Asphalt Company, Phil The device has been used with suc’ climates with entire success, but its 
adelphia, has developed and is now cess in the compression tank of the strength is insufficient to give satis- 

ready to market “Barberite”, a high Navy Yard under compression equiva’ factory service. The use of bronze 

copper-bronze alloy containing nickel. lent to a water depth of 225 feet, and — wire cloth, which is merely a strength 

The manufacturer claims that the new men have escaped from a diving bell ened copper, has been the solution of 
alloy has corrosion resisting properties at depths of 110 feet and 160 feet. the problem of obtaining the right 

superior for many uses to various Further tests are underway, and if the material for screens. 
white nickel alloys and other high apparatus is found successful it will Then arose the problem of a per- 

copper bronzes. Its tensile strength is | be adopted and all submarines will be manent frame for a permanent screen 

comparable to mild carbon steel. This equipped with a sufhicient number to material. A report from the Inter- 

new alloy may be cast and is said to afford protection for all members of national Acetylene Association, tells 

give a very fine crystalline structure submarine crews. us how this has been solved by the 

which has a uniform texture and uni- —Bulletin American Engineering introduction and use of a frame fab- 

form strength and which can be easily Council. ricated from a material corresponding 

machined. to the wire used in the cloth, the most 

A test on “Barberite in 83 per cent STANDARD PERIOD FOR CON- satisfactory of these materials being 

sulphuric acid at 96 degrees Centi- CRETE MIX what is known as commercial bronze 

grade showed a loss equivalent to 5 and red brass. The former is an alloy 
s . The Bureau of Public Roads, fol- 
0.0819 grams per square centimeter : : oe of 90 per cent copper and 10 per cent 

. . lowing an investigation, has declared i 
per year. The alloy is recommended : : ; zinc, and the latter is 85 per cent 

: 5 : that the quality of concrete mixed in : 
for use with sulphuric acid of any " : . copper and 15 per cent zinc. Red 

standard pavers is at its best if the ‘ : . 
strength at any temperature up to 25 ar brass, having a lighter color, finishes 

. . mixing period is reduced to 45 seconds, . 5 
96 degrees Centigrade. It is also : - . up to harmonize better with the cloth 

‘ . : which is less than half the time 3 
recommended for use with such acids : ae and also as a rule with the color of 

1 : : usually required by state specifications. : : 
as arsenious, boric, fatty acids, pyro- paint generally used on residences and 

. . : : In a general way, the research con- 
gallic and various other organic acids. _ : apartment houses than the other. 
on ° : ducted has indicated that there is a . 
It is suggested for use with various : Because red brass and commercial 

oe : difference between strength of con- Bs 3, he Ge 
salts of both strong and weak acids. . . bronze contain zinc, it is difficult to 

‘ . : crete mixed for very short periods ech = 
It is further recommended for use with : : make the joints by spot welding as can 

and that mixed for a long period of : : 
a number of alcohols and solvents. : 1 be done when galvanized iron or steel 

: . time. The data collected indicates. : 
—Chemical and Metallurgical is used for the frame material. It, 

: : that where standard 21E and 27E . 
Engineering. . : therefore, is necessary to use the oxy- 

pavers are used, which are in good : 5 
we ; . acetylene process in welding these 

—— condition, neither strength nor uni- . 5 
formity of material i d by mi screen frames, and entire success in 

NAVY EXPERIMENTS WITH suB- [OY © a era 7B secon y mx this work is made easily possible by i 16 ‘ 
MARINE ESCAPE DEVICES ANE: COBEN’ oe > —— . using the smallest size welding torch, 

, eit. de . —Bulletin American Engineering : : 
Following last winter’s disaster with . producing a flame having a cone about 

: : ea) : Council. Z 3 : 
American submarine “S-4”, and in the the size of a lead pencil point, and 

light of the lessons learned from the filler rods known as Tobin or man- 

Italian experiences with the Italian MODERN METHODS OF FABRICAT- — ganese bronzes. These welding rods 

submarine “F-14”, the Navy has con- ING BRONZE SCREENS are alloys of copper and zinc, in each 

ducted a number of experiments with After many years of use of iron, case of approximately 60 per cent 

the so-called “lung”, invented and per- galvanized iron, and copper wire, each copper and 40 per cent zinc. The 

fected by Lieut. C. B. Momsen, Chief of these materials has failed for one alloys differ in that Tobin bronze con- 

Gunner C. O. Tibbals, and F. M. _ reason or another to serve successfully tains 1 per cent tin, and manganese 

Hobson, Navy Engineer. The appar- as a screen material. Iron wire screen, bronze 1 per cent each of iron and 

atus used in effecting an escape from of course, requires yearly painting to manganese. Being high in zinc as com- 

a sunken submarine weighs less than give it even brief existence, while in pared with the red brass and commer- 

2 pounds and consists of a bag con’ — some climates the life of the galvanized cial bronze used in the frame ma- 
taining oxygen and a mouthpiece iron wire screen is almost as brief. (Continued on page 142)
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SO Mis | solid-injection Diesel, shown | he 

-) below, is one. i 5 

Reiter C For a number of years, this | nena ‘ 
Weitere economical prime mover has . Sos yeiyerecee ae ii 
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ee EXPONE NTIAL H ORN 

! (Continued from page 131) 
| | remains the same. This increased displacement is equal to I ! P 
| |! the displacement of air caused by a diaphram of an area 

| ! equal to the size of the mouth opening, and being driven at 

! : ! the same velocity and having the same input. The mechan- 
| ! ical difficulties and the low efficiencies encountered in 

| PE RCI A & | driving such a large diaphram makes this system impractical. 
| a ! We see then that the exponential horn has two great 

| ee pe | advanta es, (1) it allows the use of comparatively small 

! e . ! and relatively simple vibrating mechanisms; and (2) it 
| largest RL makes for high efficiency, thereby reducing the size and 

: : > | = cost of amplifiers for the loudspeaker. Pi ' QUALITY | “ 
L laa 7 | ALUMNI NOTES 
| 7 ee = Ta ee | (Continued from page 134) 

| BLACK ° oN | they keep permanent open house to all friends and class 
| |{DEGREES* a yy ait Uae | mates who might come to Los Angeles. Mr. Thiel was 
i eae ae : Ss 8 i on the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer while in school. 

| | Spying SA 
[ Peek $$$ Sx ——sias Witt, William H., c’10, was killed on the 
i ee = a\ ] morning of October 10, when the automobile in 
i i which he and two companions were riding was 
5 WHETHER it be the building of Plain Ends # struck by a fast passenger train near Seattle, 
| VY a battleship, or the design of a ae ! Wash. Mr. Witt, better known as Bill to his 
| Lake futreent caer te eae $1.20 a doz. ! schoolmates, was very prominent while in school. 

| the first pencil. Atall | He was a member of Iron Cross, was varsity 
] American Lead Pencil Co. dealers | basketball captain, secretary of his sophomore 

i 500 Willow Ave., Dept M3, Hoboken N. a i class, president of the junior class, and a member 
8 Makers of UNIQUE Thin Lead Colored ; of the student court, a strong organization at 
i ——>».. Pencils. 29 colors—$1.00 ber doz, that time. His home is at Marshfield, Wis. 
ee nen retiree y 

a pe a it et ie 

| : ! 
| | 
| | 
| | 

A little bit of Quality 
j Z > # 2 

Will always make ’em smile; 

| A little bit of Courtesy 
i . . ? . : i 

| Will bring ’em in a mile; ! 
| ? | 

A little bit of Friendliness 
j . . ? 2 a i | Will tickle ’em, "tis plain— ! 
| ? | 

A little bit of Service 
j . . d . 4 

Will bring ’em back again. | 
| | 
| l 
| | 
| BLIED PRINTING COMPANY 
i 114 East Washington Avenue Telephone Fairchild 375 i 
\ ! 
U eecreceetnnere tice Hittin SBA nhl hentia ig | 
~ Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write “ee
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2 | l 
| We Call We Deliver | | I 

: | She was only a steno--- 
5 ' ; 

! But — one didn’t like her type. 
! 1 | 4 

| 1 | ! 
| L | | 
! | ! 
| | i You'll be pleased with the work we I 

l | I turn out though. We have “stenos” | 
\ / [ f 

| Owen Gop etter | i that will get your themes and topics | 

| | | out in time for that eight o'clock ! 

! Cleaning, Pressi t | i 
| caning, ressing | I class. And the cost is so slight - - | 

and Reparing and your marks that much higher. 

if | 
| 1 | ! 
| 1 | | 
! {| | 
! L | ! 

| | COLLEGE TYPING COMPANY | 
i i ; 519 NortH Lake STREET i 

| 654 State Street Badger 9542 | j Puone BADGER 3747 i 
| i i | 

nee oe enema ee 

me e014 1111 8 10 tt A A A AI A BI AE EA + 

! t | 
! {| | 

I 
| Li | | Drugs and || Malone Grocery | 
2 1d : 
| 2 ‘ L | | | Students’ Supplies 1 | Dealer in 
| i] | 
| tj | 
i tf GROCERIES, FRUITS 

POTAL STATION NO. 9 i soni | 
! 1 | ! 
| i] | 
| i i VEGETABLES | 

| Lj | 
| FOUNTAIN | i | 

SERVICE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 

i 1 | — i 
| LI | 
! Io] 434 STATE STREET ! 

! CRAMTON DRUG CO. ! | | 
' 670 STATE STREET | PHONES BADGER 1163-1164 

MADISON . . WISCONSIN i i MADISON ~~ - WISCONSIN 

! tol : 
| | | 
Fn tt} tt tt tt A
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i ant attttt CAMPUS NOTES 

| | (Continued from page 132) 
! | of the a.c. it operates on. That the clock is quite 
! Better Cars | accurate is a tribute to the constancy of the frequency. 

| . | A system of cooling coils connected to the refrigerator 
| Better Service | have been installed in the air-washer equipment which 
| | makes it possible by adjusting temperatures to change 

the humidity of the air used at will. 

| ! ENGINEERING REVIEW 
! ! (Continued from page 138) 

! ! cial bronze used in the frame materials, these welding 

| | rods melt at a much lower temperature so that in making 

| | the welds it is not necessary to melt the red brass or 

| : | commercial bronze but only to bring them up to a dull 
! Neag) NI a ee | red heat and melt the Tobin and maganese bronze on 
! REN cAR | the heated surface. A good brazing flux is essential in 

! T-A- ! this work. 
| STATE AT HENRY | 

| FAIRCHILD 2099 | MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP 
| WE DELIVER. RANNENBERG-PARR, MGRS. | (Continued from page 130) 

| | divided by 429, or 0.42 cents per kilowatt-hour; that is 
| | to say, the expense to which the company is put in 
I | metering and billing the average residential consumer is 

| | half as great as the cost of generating the energy he uses. 

! | The electric utilities have many residential customers 

| | who take less than 80 kilowatt-hours during the year. To 

| | reimburse the company for nothing whatsoever but the 

| | cost of metering and billing, such a customer would have 

a ea pay $1.80 divided by 80, or 2.25 cents per kilowatt- 

a en en th tt tt ttt tt 

! Lo] ! 
! 1 | l 
! Lo] | i | i | PANTORIUM CO. | | Important ! e to] ! 
| to] . l | ij Notice 
! 1 | ! 
! 1 | l 
! 1] ! 
! Lo] ! 

Typing done on time and guaranteed 

i MADISON'S ij to be correct. 6c per hundred words. i 

! 1 | We will call for and deliver. Give us | 
| MASTER CLEANERS LI ; ! | {| one trial and your typing problem is { 

! 1 | solved. ! 
| L | | 
: toy | 
! L | | 
| 1 | 

| | BREWINGTON TYPEWRITER CO. | | ! | . 
| ! | {Across from Pantorium]} ! 

558 Srare Sr. Prone B. 1180 533 Srare STREET Puone B. 222 i 

| 1 | | Be nie on tt tt tt tt tt tt tt th ttn tt ttt tt
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Highest quality steel sheets for the engineer- Annealed Sheets, Keystone Rust-resisting Cop- 
ing, railway, industrial and general construction per Steel Sheets, Roofing Products, Culvert 
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LEE manufacturer of Black and Sold by leading metal mer- py, . 
[~~ = Galvanized Sheets, Blue chants. Send for booklets. > yal 

ke Oe A iP Te 5 if <Slie AC IA a 
OT “Heh 
eA By. (see 

wl J VBE il >. | SS | i Feel eure] SN BS! 7gaen (Gy re A eat! Sane STEEL SHEETS for Every Purpose ~"SERA2% 
'HU—uTVMNOOM:=T=HOIUIIQOVUMCGTIGVGENMMMOM Manufactured by MM 

American Sheet and Tin Plate C 
SUBSIDIARY OF UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION p ny 

GeneraL Orrices: Frick Burtpinc, Prrrspurcu, Pa. 
DISTRICT SALES OFFICES:—Cuicaco, CINCINNATI Export Representatives—U. S. SrrEL PRopUCTS Co., New York City Denver, Detrorr, NEw ORLEANS, NEw YORK (AMERICA Pacific Coast Reps.—U. S. STEEL PRopucTs Co., San Francisco 
PHILADELPHIA, PITTSBURGH, ST. LouIS Ces Los Angeles, Portland, Seattle, Honolulu con 09 to Prandtl. Hono 

See SHEE SOE ESS 
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cee yl 4 Roy Aa o: oe oss Ses 4 
Poe ea | Ee ee a ee ee EO ae ' es oe ae : oe  ! fe | 

To eS 0 

AN Océan City, New Jersey, anew board- "RB = =a 
‘A walk — one of the finest ofitskindin the = a, 

world — was recently completed. The entire : oe 
structure is of concrete with the exception of . oe 

i the decking and rails which saved the name, t : aoe fy 
| boardwalk, from becoming concrete walk. oe Gy 

Supporting this sea shore promenade are 780 _ oo eo >? pv 
concrete piles, each 18 inches square, 32 feet in. fe bh 

“length. and sunk 24 feet in the sandy beach. | Poe Gy 
“Each pile, which weighed more than six tons, fe 

<was lifted and located with a Koehring Heavy i 
Duty Crane. TE oe Gy 
Another feature of ‘this construction was the fa" re4e — . 

lire speed and adaptability of the Koehring Crane halere ang = 
in setting the piling. The last pile was sunk ancthog oh ofttise® a fg « % aa f Le four days ahead of the specified schedule. The femcenare brbresend yf] . 

. en 2 e entire contract was completed and accepted one Ges aalye res Porta g i 
day before the time limit. Bled, {0 engit oy el) ff . . i. . . ems rts, "Bing ee i 

Again a Koehring product is identified with the neg! angteuls fj 
successful completion of an unusual project! “seg thers ff / 

(Ee a, 

KOEHRING COMPANY y 4 
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN ef / 

Manufacturers of py a 
Pavers, Mixers — Gasoline Shovels, Cranes and Draglines j £ 

Fo. OC “Ale Es 
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hour. This is‘almost three times the cost of generating a |" 

kilowatt-hour of energy. ‘ e 

Cit. Well! this is amazing. To think that the electric Action of E xplosives 
company can generate all the energy which the small 

short hour user takes for 1/3 of what it costs the company b, “ . : ; i ; 1 ofr rr compat 
to meter his energy and to collect from him. I begin to SEE ET TT ERaH il Hass 

see why 1 cent or less per kilowatt-hour will cover all Hraagl eeeetal rE Ut HEE Eee 
. . ‘ sa tHEN EEE ERCP Se ETH 

the costs incurred in supplying the large long hour user, EECCA eee 
hil ‘ h FERRET SesSee-e-EEEEESEH EEE uae Ted while 8 or 10 cents per kilowatt-hour may not cover the Ha iiN eeuen isan er tani 

cost of supplying the small user. offi oi treet PEPE bee ee Pprying He ea 
But you have told me of only one item in the cost of HH ee Ht FEELS renting the daminas aren SR ae apt HHS Bee cee eee 
Eng. To make it short. The operating expense in dis- Feet EG cesar neta 

tributing energy to residential customers, exclusive of It ESA eT HEE 
i til i PER Hate Ed 

metering and billing, is of the order of $4.00 per customer ! ret TR HME ES Nag ttt a : eee eS 
PEE :year. Raa HEE ey 

Cit. What does this operating expense in distributing | op REE EEE ESSE ee HEHE eee SPE 
energy amount to per kilowatt-hour? 

Eng. $4 divided by 429 or .93 cents per kilowatt-hour. Lesson No. 1 of 
Cit. Do you mind writing the costs you have given me 9 

in the form of a table? BLASTERS’ HANDBOOK 
Eng. The costs in supplying energy to residential cus Ae explosives are solids or liquids th e iquids that can 

tomers per kilowatt-hour of energy delivered are of the be instantaneously converted by friction, 

following order: heat, shock, sparks or other means into large 

Generation in a modern steam plant --_ .8 of a cent volumes of gas. That sounds simple, but this 

LiQSCCNEfGY cee eeeees Vl OF a Cent fundamental principle of the action of explosives 

Transmission ~-----____-__________-- 1. of a cent is modified by a host of circumstances. 

Fixed charges on distributing system ---- 1.96 of a cent First there are “high” and “low” explosives. Then there are 

Metering and billing ----------------. 42 of a cent all the circumstances of purpose, methods of loading and 
Other operating expenses __--_-------_ .93 of a cent | firing and handling and storing. Explosives are measured 

ates principally by these general characteristics: Strength, Ve- ’ | gth, 
Total _--------------------------- 5.27 of a cent} locity, Water Resistance, Density, Fumes, Tempera- 

A part, and only a part, of the energy can be generated ture of Freezing, and Length and Duration of Flame. 

in water power plants. The cost of generating this part Chapter One of the Blasters’ Handbook makes this seem- 

will be 1/5th of a cent per kilowatt-hour less than the cost ingly complicated subject very easily mastered. Charts and 
of generating in’ @ modern: steam. plant. This 1/sth of a tables explain relative energy of different strengths. Other 

i 4 € th i P h characteristics are explained in classroom terms, and amply 
a is = y vs cent of the cost of getting the energy to illustrated. 

the residents, . UBER, . . Many of the leading technical colleges, universities and 

Tf the municipality owns the water power it will pay schools are using the Blasters’ Handbook in their class- 

the investors in the plant a smaller rate of interest. This rooms because of its perfect practicality. Made up by du 

reduction in interest would reduce th cost of generating Pont field service men out of their own experience in a 
energy in the water power plant by 1/8th of a cent per ooh neh elds over a great many years. The text-book 

. . . of the ‘‘school of experience. 
kilowatt-hour. This 1/8th of a cent is 2.5 per cent of the P 

cost of getting energy to the residential user. a : > . - . \ You ought to have this experience text-book. 
Cit. Can an electric utility sell electric energy to any A \ A valuable reference and study work. 

2 + = 3 ours for the me: A 
customers at 1 cent or less per kilowatt-hour with profit @ Here's a coupon for your convenience. 

to itself and with justice to its other customers? ~ 

Eng. Yes, it can do this in the case of large long hour 
customers to whom it can deliver the energy at little or os \\ qq Pikm>—_— 

no expense for transmission and distribution. > 
9; eet ‘ ——— REG. U. S, PAT. OFF. 

Cit. Well! I can’t tell you how satisfying it has been = 

to get at the facts in the case. I feel that I am now in Weel 
a position to form my own judgment relative to the | B-t DUPONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc., : ; . Explosives Department, Wilmington, Delaware 
value of water powers and the possible results of municipal | without cost or obligation on my part, please send me a copy of the “Blasters’ 
ownership. Handbook.” 

COST OF CUSTOMER APPLIANCE FOR USING ame 
ELECTRIC ENERGY Dormitory Room No.2... SUT OOt en eececceeecceeceeeneeeeene eennnennnnnennnneece a 

Eng. I suppose that in the case of the labor saving | Cit¥ erence tenn tener ES EARE cocc cnenn enemy 

appliances used in your own home, you have dug. out} =—_________
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the facts as to the important items in the cost of operat- cost the 17,000,000 residential customers in the U.S. to 

ing them. provide themselves with the four appliances you have. 
Cit. No, I haven’t. Sevnteen million purchasers at $380 apiece is a bill of 
Eng. Well, suppose we interchange roles and I question 61/2 billion dollars ($6,500,000,000.00). This is almost 

you about your own affairs. What did you pay for the equal to the entire investment in all the generating sta- 
labor saving appliances in your own home? tions, transmission lines and distributing systems in the U.S. 

Cit. The first cost of the appliances is so high that But if you are somewhat troubled by the investment 
we haven't been able to afford very many appliances. Why, of the residential customer, consider that of the dairy 

you have to pay about half as much for an electric farmer who desires to use labor saving appliances on the 

ironing machine as for a Ford touring car! farm. If in addition to your four appliances, he pur- 

All we have is four indispensable labor saving devices, chases an electric milking machine, a separator, an electric 

namely, a vacuum cleaner, an electric washing machine, water heater for the separator, and electric drive for his 

an electric hand iron, and an electric ironing machine. The water pump, an electric range, and a 5 horse-power general 

first cost of these four appliances was $380.00. utility motor, his total bill for appliances is about $940. 

Eng. What items go to make up the yearly cost of Cit. It seems, then, that any reduction which can be 

operating these four appliances? made in the price of energy will have comparatively little 

Cit. Well, if my $380 were not invested in these ap- influence on the rapid introduction of labor saving ap- 

pliances I could have it in utility securities, or in a pliances in the home. The big opportunity for saving 

building and loan association which would bring me in, lies in reducing the first cost of the appliances to the 
say 5Y2 per cent, or $20.90 each year. consumer. Is there any possibility of doing this? Are 

Then, I am constantly paying for minor repairs on the the profits in the marketing of appliances excessive? 

appliances, and the appliances will not last indefinitely, Eng. At the present time, electric appliances are re- 

so I suppose that the annual cost for repairs and de- tailing to the user at a price which, on the average, is 

preciation is at least 4% of the first cost, or $19.00 per about 3 times as great as the cost of these appliances in 

year. This makes a total of about $40.00 per year for the storeroom of the manufacturer. I do not suppose that 

repairs and interest and depreciation on the first cost. this tripling in the prices of the appliance in its journey 

The only other item is the cost of the electric energy from the storeroom of the manufacturer to the customers, 

which the four appliances take during the year. How much is to be taken as evidence of excessive profit at any step 

will they take? of the process of marketing. I am inclined to regard it 

Eng. In the average household these appliances will as evidence of the high cost of the competitive method of 

require about 300 kilowatt-hours per year. At the average marketing and servicing electric appliances. 

residential price of 6.8 cents per kilowatt-hour this energy You see, neither the users of appliances nor the local 
will cost the householder $20.40 per year. appliance dealers are in a position to distinguish a well 

Cit. Great Caesar! You mean to say that what I pay designed and a well constructed electric appliance from 

the utility for the energy these appliances take is only a poor one. Consequently, with a score or more of 

1/3 of what it is costing me to own and operate the ap- appliance dealers in each city of any appreciable size, any 

pliances! Why those reductions we were considering manufacturer of a hastily thrown together appliance can 
of 4 per cent and 2.5 per cent in the yearly bill for have it foisted upon the public, for a while at least. The 

energy are about 1 per cent or less of my total bill for cost of introducing and servicing these inferior articles 

using labor saving appliances, are they not? is high. You can see how costly it is to sell appliances 

Eng. Now you are getting at the root of the matter. under such conditions. 
Another way to see the part played by the first cost of A reduction in price is possible when the electric 

the labor saving appliances is to consider what it will utilities of the country wake to the fact that theirs is 

—=——} ANEW /UFKV TAPE 
f fo 2“ A» 

ae | THE “WESTERN” 
a Oh, aoe inlay Let us tell you more about it. 
Vad rh) It has many new features and advantages. 
Chey 
Se. Fr 
Sg THE [UFHIN fPULE CO. 

Windsor, Ont. SAGINAW, MICH. New York 
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Industry is always looking for men who and money—and Timken looms larger 
‘ can stop Waste. Here is a plan that is each year. 

ee eee Wate SPPIY Freeing power from friction’s deadly 
eee grip is only the beginning of Timken 
| s Friction is replaced with anti-friction; enefits. Greater load carrying area, full 

' lee premature wear, with long life; more radial-thrust capacity, lessened lubrica~ 

— power is turned into production and tion and compact design, make Timken 
Nii.) profit. Such a program assumes national Bearings ideal for every application and 

m proportions and economic importance. branch of service. 

Already, in modern Industry, Trans- Timken tapered construction, Timken y: y' Pi 
portation, Agriculture and Mining, POSITIVELY ALIGNED ROLLS and 
Timken Bearings are at work on this Timken electric steel form an exclusive 
gigantic plan to conserve time, machinery triple-alliance to combat wear and waste. 

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO 

Ne Tapered dD FRY Ge 
NC o 8 fry \ | A Pi EIN IAS. eas Roller vy VV PLS. 
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QQ PRR 7 hej 

Used by Leaders / vi 
in Every Industry (4q A | ap 

Bee METERS, already so firmly ' ES }/ ae 

established in the Central Station Mechanics oe oe 

Field that they are standard equipment do se 

in more than 90% of the up-to-date ' \ ‘ Be Ge” 
plants, are now being used more and every day! ae pee BO gy 

more by the leaders in every line of in- * — 

dustry—where they are reducing the 
losses, improving combustion condi- h 

tions and providing accurate, reliable Mc, Mmeasutements accurate to thou- 

and trustworthy data for accounting sandths of an inch is everyday work for 

systems. Brown & Sharpe tools in the hands of me- 

BAILEY PRODUCTS chanics. 

Automatic Control — Liquid Level Gages In fitting small parts in automobiles, sew- Ss P > 
Boiler Meters Manometers s hi djacth fact 

Gyal Meters Multi-Pointer Gages ing machines, motors and in the manufacture 

Draft Gages Pressure Recorders of thousands of other produéts where accuracy 
Fluid Meters Tachometers oo. 

Gas Flow Meters Temperature Recorders is vital, Brown & Sharpe tools play an essen- 

Gravity Recorders V-Notch Weir Meters tial part: 

Write for Bulletin No. 81B Wherever mechanics must rely on accurate 

Baile Me ter Co tools, they use Brown & Sharpe produéts with 

On, land, Ohi ° confidence that the work will be right, because 
evelan: 

enka the performance of Brown & Sharpe tools 

ve 7a sets a Standard of accuracy throughout the me- 

ee \ A : Ae chanical world. 
.' le iir- Be BN lp 

A eee a a 

Yah 4 <i So a. a f J Mechanics all over the world use 
roe ee AWW . Brown & Sharpe Micrometers for 
Wictae te Ge Vg (eS measuring accurately one thou- 
ee ae ee rs YJ sandth of an inch and often ten- 
hee | 2 Se ee thousandths. A catalog will besent 
oe @ sepoerrequee. 

pore ee a inemammmmnnace (IES) PROVIDENCE, R. 1, U. S. A. 

Bailey Meters in a Large Oil Refinery 
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intendent, feels a pride in his calling like unto which there maintained, and the weeding out of these who fall be- 
is none other. Even within the brotherhood of workers hind vividly impresses upon your mind how inexorable 
there is a gradation of pride and conceit. The carpenter and just is the “survival of the fittest”. 
looks down upon the laborer; the bricklayer, in turn, Thrills in construction work exist in sufficient number 
condescendingly splashes the essence of mortar upon a to emphasize the importance of watching your every step. 
lowly carpenter; while from his lofty perch above them As a rule, construction workers, by reasons of the super- 
all, the devilmay-care ironworker nonchanantly drops a abundance of energy mentioned in a previous paragraph, 
red-hot rivet on whatever and whomever fate has brought take far too many chances; and the results of that chance- 

below. taking are reflected in the rates ‘life insurance companies 
You have undoubtedly read how some men are attracted demand of those in the building trades. The one rule 

by the desert, by tropical exploration, by polar adventure, regarding safety in construction is never to take any 
by some force which they themselves cannot explain, needless risks; there are sufficient necessary ones! It may 
despite the inevitable hardships and dangers they must be nothing in your young lives to walk all day across 
endure. Construction work has practically the same kind wood joists or plank scaffolding ten stories or so above 
of an influence over the men who are in it to play the sidewalk level, but the first time I experienced a springy 
game. On the job in all kinds and varieties of weather -- plank below my feet I experienced a simultaneous feeling 
rain, shine, snow, frost, - - you tast work under primal in the pit of my stomach. Such a small matter, however, 
field conditions. Foundations and footing work give you becomes commonplace after a while. Frankly, however, I 
the promised chance to stand in mud and water all day, would not want of my own accord to take the place of 
slide along slippery timbers, have 4x 4’s thrown all around one of our ironworkers who stood on a couple of planks 
you, and sometimes at you. As a young carpenter you placed across the open top of a 250-foot steel tower gently 
will be given the honor of setting forms in such tight swaying in the breeze. Here again it is a question of 
corners and at such inconvenient angles that, with dirt common sense, not of dare or bravado. 
and water forming a protective layer between body and From the moment you leave the sheltering roof of your 
clothes, your impatience actually gives way and you cuss Alma Mater life becomes an uphill fight - - a battle for 
quietly to yourself, so as not to discourage your partner. your right to exist in the world and in your chosen pro- 
Of course, as the building gradually approaches the fession. To have had a thorough grounding in the funda- 
heavens as a limit the work becomes dryer and cooler, but mentals of your vocation is only half of the battle; the 
there is no let-down in the pace. Schedules must be remaining and more difficult half of the battle is the 

uN D i ifi 
i aN iversifie ngineering a ei, ERC’) 

k il 
Ny Maury : : . 
Lyi When you think of heavy machinery the name, AllisChalmers, 

naturally comes to mind. Whether it is a 60-inch gyratory crusher 

weighing a million pounds, a powerful hydraulic turbine capable of 
Products supplying power and light for a large city, or a massive cement kiln 

Steam Bnujncs half a block long, Allis‘Chalmers builds it. 
Condensers 
Fiydraulie Turbines Many complete plants such as saw mills, flour mills, cement mills, 
Bowing Begins mining and crushing plants and power plants are built by the Allis- 

Bees ree, Chalmers. organization. 
See ie 
epudhing Machinery There is probably no other factory in the world better tooled and 
Se Mill Machines equipped to build heavy and diversified machinery than this Company 
Ar ales icine with its scores of skilled engineers experienced in the design and 
Bar ATES ca peaenineey construction of power, electrical and industrial machinery. 
Timber Preserving Machinery 

filtis-CHALM ERS MANUFACTURING(O. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. U.S.A. 
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i : es “St ragek | 2 Rex Installation in Cement Mill 
ee a, — 4 2 The Chain Belt Company and The 

lc: ll : | | Stearns Conveyor Company (owned by 
ic aoe = ‘| | the Chain Belt Company) provide prac- 

a : i ee A : tically all equipment for mechanical 

fy atin ct somenctiom ern site 
f ; Li ished product. ‘The installation shown 

Fe ie L ~ iS a e plant of the Peerless Portlan 
y Cement Company. 

Rex Sand Handling System in Foundry j , 
Showing (right to left) Rex Elevators (buckets on belt) for knockout sand, Ee : 
sercens and bins (center) Rex Elevators for tempered sand discharging to dis: ] \ 

integrators and belt conveyor to foundry floor. Paddle mixers are below. 4 ; 

‘ ry) ar a2 bar 

C ; : PT fe Coys zy | 
HAIN BELT Engineering If ‘eh Hi lf os 

° | Sy iW CWE LA fea 6 
i hae VA ky Oe NO ag Solved this Problem gg Pa, aN ja 

i ° , Ji ' ee . | , glee : 
—And Many More em \') 

Sand Handling and Reconditioning was once one of the —F, le ee ep A a FF. 
Major Problems in transforming metal into castings. It t a: f ‘ R Berk 16 _— 

as be . j ex Overhead Conveying 

need no longer be so . . | 7 _At the Firestone Plant, tires ride high 
In foundries, large and small, Rex Sand Handling Equip- / ae desired intervals, ‘move. to ere 
ment has eliminated hand labor, saved valuable floor i Set na lorie Bug go trom Hoos to floor 
space, and, in keeping with the modern trend, has speeded | : 
up production generally throughout the plant. (2e4 | 

The plant view shown above is a unit of one of the largest | PY ee 4 a 
American corporations, where the use of Rex Sand Han- (ay | Ly / ere 
dling Equipment, coupled with a change in the character of | | 7 St ee 
hi k Ited in an i f 300% in producti | Fa cet i 4 the work, resulted in an increase o % in production. ll [ea S a 

Many similar industrial problems of handling have yielded j here , Tie fl 
to Chain Belt engineering skill plus Rex equipment. f / aa o See aie 

Whether you are a Student, a Manufacturer or aGraduate [7 “| ies 7 Seial * Li 
Engineer, it may be well to investigate the possibilities es ( om aoe Go fm 

that Rex Handling Equipment holds for you. We will | Sey Stn Les a, 
gladly furnish information to anyone interested. ' if a aaa TESS 

ys om Dy | a Progressive Assembly 
Fa |) << 4 t ; Since the Maytag Company of Newton, 

aed. sae v _ 1. Jowa, manufacturers of washing ma- 
/ St iy Dag chines, installed Rex Conveying Equip- 

(IN rrr: - a i. val . ment, production has greatly increased, 
“ eS Gs / a inspection made easier and fewer 

(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.) , (ie hands needed in the assembly oper- 

CONVEYING SYSTEMS a _ 

iv tw 

759 PARK STREET MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 
BIRMINGHAM — CLEVELAND CHICAGO HOUSTON ST.LOUIS | MINNEAPOLIS PITTSBURGH — SALT LAKE CITY 
BUFFALO CHATTANOOGA DETROIT LOS ANGELES SEATTLE NEW YORK PORTLAND SAN FRANCISCO 
TIE STEARNS CONVEYOR COMPANY, E. 200th St. and St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio (Owned by Chain Belt Company) 
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eo -jadaptation of your knowledge to the needs and demands 

(lay We OBR of the world beyond the campus. In addition to the 
_ m7 : knowledge of fundamental construction methods, under- 

{ Cee Bronze | standing of worker psychology, common sense, and judg- 
eo Valve with resilient | vent, cultivate a spirit of helpful co-operation and sense 

Jenkins Disc for steam . , ane . 
= pressures to 250 Ibs. |Of intelligent loyalty to the organization which employs 
YY you. If you are part of an institution, give it your 

undivided loyalty and support, or get out! When it comes 

ww. to keeping faith, the engineer cannot compromise! 

“Rey ‘fess 7 | a THE OSCILLOGRAPH 
Ry a / is 

k BS ty Sy jee fh (Continued from page 126) 
& om V Lait P 8 

Fig. 80t R LS fo Ae hl possible to locate and eliminate many sources of unde- 

Jenkins Bronce Globe i ae geiesy sirable noise in machines by analyzing the wave form of 
350 Ibs. steam. ae a esse the noise and determining the parts of the machine which 

pee ST ole Bes s 9 ‘ é 
a ry Sakis might vibrate at the frequencies shown in the wave. For 
gag erow = converting the sound waves into electrical waves the 

‘2% Be SS ordinary telephone transmitter usually proves satisfactory. 

I traditions — a a, The transmitter is connected, either directly or through 

~ a vacuum tube amplifying circuit, through an oscillograph 
. . . ; : : 
in college and in business element so that the deflection of the oscillograph light beam 

is at all times directly proportional to the pressure of the 
At every college, long-standing traditions are sound wave on the diaphram of the transmitter. A graph 

so f th d ith ti bsci . part and parcel of a student’s life. Campus of the sound wave with time as abscissae and wave pres 
ies h sures as ordinates is the result. The wave analysis is 

customs and campus ceremonies have a pro- carried out by measuring the ordinates at a number of 
found effect on the characters of students and points and applying this data to determine the coefficients 
graduates alike. of the terms in an equivalent Fourier series. 

For the study of mechanical movements in small models, 

The effects of long-standing traditions are a mirror is usually cemented directly onto a rotating or g 

noticeable in business organizations, too. The rocking member of the part under observation, and the 
Jenkins tradition, established in 1864, de- entire model is placed inside the oscillograph case. The 

ds th Ives b de for th : light is then reflected from the mirror on the model instead 
mans s that'valves be made tor the maximum of from an element mirror. Such an arrangement is 

service not merely the average, and that highly satisfactory for determining the vibration or the 
standards of manufacture should be main- time of movement of the part, and the relation of this 
tained at the highest level. time to other quantities. When the model is too large 

for placing inside the case, a system of reflecting prisms 

The effects of this tradition are apparent in can frequently be used to carry the light to and from 
the reputation of Jenkins a mirror on the moving part. For some cases, where 

neither of these schemes can be used, the arrangement of 
ae Valves and the favor they : : — . 

oe . . a series of contacts for making and breaking an electrical 
ieee \ find with consulting and circuit including an oscillograph element will serve the 
ooh ne i i ie \ operating engineers purpose. 

Vee \ throughout the country. Varying magnetic fluxes are readily studied by means 

—_— JENKINS BROS of the oscillograph. The part carrying an unknown flux 

80 White Street ........ New York, N. Y. is circled by a coil of wire whose ends are connected 
Send for a booklet 524 Atlantic Avenue ...... Boston, Mass. ; : : 
descriptive of Jenkins 133 No. Seventh Street . . Philadelphia, Pa. across an oscillograph element. The voltage induced in 
Valves for any type of 646 Washington Boulevard .. Chicago, Ill. 5 building in which you TENKINS BROS. LIMITED. the coil, and therefore the current through the element, 

may be interested. Montreal, Canada London, England is directly proportional to the rate of change of the flux 

- through the encircled part. By integrating the voltage q ‘ epys “ 
a Always marked with the"Diamond curve obtained on the film, and determining the initial 

fish enkins ah lS flux, the flux curve may be plotted. The scale of ordinates 

Ay is determined by carrying out the foregoing test with 
SINCE 1864 . 

eee | the part excited so as to set up a known flux.
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a Aerial view of Dallas, Texas a 

i Dallas—A Skyscraper City of the Southwest . 

a GREAT change in the skylines of this country has taken place in a 
| recent years, especially in the West. Where formerly great _ 
a expanses of open range were the rule, now the West is dotted . 
ay with rapidly growing cities and towns, and where one and two-story 
| buildings were ample for the commercial needs of these cities, today the a 

| tall building is necessary. a 

a More and more, as the center of population moves steadily a 
7 westward, our cities beyond the Mississippi are growing upward, and a 
4 Otis equipment and Otis service, instantly available anywhere, are ce 

7 doing their part in the vast development program. | 

a All skyscrapers, East or West were made possible by the ea / 7 P y | 
a elevator—and the world’s first safe elevator was an Otis. a 

OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES OF THE WORLD | 
5 |e we |
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“Ka k it O ” 
‘How’s the oil, Ed?” 
“OK” 

“All right, Bill, kick it over.” 

A valve is opened; a rush of steam strikes a myriad of 
buckets, and one of the largest turbines ever built—a 
thousand tons of delicate machinery valued at nearly 
two million dollars—makes its initial run in the 
Schenectady shops of the General Electric Company. 

Under the direction of senior “test men,” young engi- 
neers—college students last year—dart around the whir- 
ring giant, listening for rubs, recording temperature, 
and feeling vibrations. It is their job to test this great 
generating plant in order that it will operate efficiently 
on delivery. 

NGi Sal oi GiadkigenerStore, Here is responsibility to test the mettle of any man. 
but on hundreds of electrical Lefege 5 
adaptations, the General Elec- Every day, such responsibilities are given to hundreds of 
tric monogram is a. symbol of young college graduates “on test” at the General Electric 
the skilled engineering and : - 
high manufacturing quality Company. Here, future leaders of the electrical industry 
which, have made General are in the making—eagerly preparing to direct and broaden Electric a leader in the great 3 : 2 electrical industry. the use of electricity in the home and in industry. 

a 95-606DH 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, SCH ENECTADY, NEW YORK 
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